VINYL CUT PRICING

SINGLE COLOR VINYL CUTTING
$1.00/Linear inch
$1.25/Linear inch with Application Tape

PRINT AND CUT VINYL CUTTING
High Quality Inkjet Printing and Cutting onto Clear or White Vinyl
$2/Linear inch

Max width=23”
Max length=60”

OUR VINYL CUTTER

The FabLab is equipped with a Graphtec vinyl cutter, capable of making quick and accurate cuts onto single color vinyl or print and cut onto white or clear vinyl. It has a maximum cutting width of 21” (1.5” margins).

STICKER APPLICATIONS

Vinyl cut stickers work great on certain surfaces but may not stick to others. Ask for samples to test.
**What are my Sticker making options?**

There are three types of sticker options we provide:
- **Vinyl Cut Single Color**, **Print & Cut**, & **Printing Only** (without any cutting). Read the following guidelines to figure out which option is best for you.

**Order Form: How to select your option**

On our order form, make sure to check the option that you want:
- **Print & Cut** (choose either WHITE or CLEAR), **Print Only** (without any cutting), or **Vinyl Cut Single Color** (Pick the color you want).

**Option 1: VINYL CUT SINGLE COLOR**

Single color vinyl are in 24” width roll. Samples are available at the front desk.

- White
- Black
- Red
- Orange
- Green
- Blue
- Copper
- Silver

**APPLICATION TAPE** (vinyl cut single color only):

Application or transfer (masking) tape helps to apply your sticker easier. It can be purchased for an additional $0.25/linear inch.

---

**Option 2: PRINT & CUT**

Choose either **white** or **clear** glossy vinyl for high quality print AND cut stickers on our order form. Your design file should have your *artwork* and **cutting vectors** on separate layers. **CUT LAYER REQUIRED!**

---

**Option 3: PRINTING ONLY STICKERS**

Choose either **WHITE** or **CLEAR** glossy vinyl for high quality printed (no cutting) color stickers. **NO CUT LAYER REQUIRED!** Submit a psd, jpeg, tiff, png, ai, pdf or jpg file.

---

**CUTTING GUIDELINES**

- **Hairline vectors** will be cut as is.
- **Thick outlines** are cut on both the inside and outside.
- **Solid uniform fills** are cut on the outside.

**SIZING:** Very small and overly complex artwork may not cut properly because it may fall apart or be too small to work with once it is removed from the backing. For best results with most fonts, text should have a minimum height of .5”. Cutout shapes smaller than 1/16” will be very fragile, difficult to handle and may be lost or damaged during the cutting process.

**FONTS:** Convert all fonts to outlines: (**select text object, choose Type → Create Outlines**) The result is no longer a text object tied to a specific font, but a vector object made up of paths that can be scaled, edited and used as cutting tool paths.

---

**Illustrator CC**

- **Add Fonts from Typography:** Font
- **Reset Love Font:** Size
- **Quicks:** Quit
- **Convert To Area Type**: Area Type Options...
- **Type on a Path:** Type on a Path
- **Threaded Text:**
  - **Fit Headline:**
  - **Return Missing Fonts:**
  - **Find Font:**
  - **Change Case:**
  - **Save Redaction**

---

**Sticker Application**